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Introd uction

It is very common for press brake operators to have their own
personal “rule of thumb” when choosing the V opening for a certain
job applic ation. Although these rules may have developed over time
from their personal experi ence, they do not take into account how
commercial sheet metals actually behave and can sometimes lead to
imperfect final pieces.
There is not only one correct V opening for a certain material or
thickness. There are ideal V openings for different thickn esses, but
the correct one is only the correct one for our specific bending
process. Here’s how it works.
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MATERIAL & PRESSURE

Because steel is an alloy, there are some steels that have a higher
resistance than others. In other words, some steels are stronger than
others, and this must be accounted for when bending those steels.
This resistance is called resistance to traction, and is it expressed as
UTS (ultimate tensile strength), a specif ication we should all be
aware of when purchasing from steel suppliers.

RADIUS OF PROFILES

One of the most critical aspects that is affected by the V opening is
the radius of the bend. The larger the V opening, the larger the radius
will be on the part. But the material’s resistance (or UTS) will affect
the radius, too. The stronger the material, the larger the radius will be
when using the same V opening. For thickn esses of mild steel up to
½ in, the radius (R) of a bend is normally 1/8 of the V opening,
resulting in this formula:
      R = V / 8
Which can be then adjusted for other materials such as:
      R x 0.8 for aluminum (lower UTS)
      R x 1.4 for stainless steel (higher UTS)

MINIMUM LEG (OR FLANGE)

Last, but not least, the easiest aspect to identify when selecting the
correct V opening is the leg or flange length that the part requires.
Don’t forget that we must have our sheet metal in direct contact with
the die shoulders at all times during the bending process. If we fail to
do this, the smalle r-t han -re quired leg will fall into the V opening and
our bend will be imprecise. So the larger the V opening, the larger the
minimum leg or flange we must have on a profile.

 

THE FORMULA

Remember when bending steel, no material is lost and no material is
gained. When folding sheet metal, if the resulting radius is less than
the thickness we are bending, then the extra material has to go
somewhere. This is one of the most common causes of undesi rable
deform ations. A radius that is smaller than the material’s thickness
will cause the material to overboard on the sides of our bend,
causing not only an aesthe tical issue, but a decrease in strength of
the part as well. On the other hand, a radius that is larger than the
thickness of the material has no aesthe tical issues. So when determ ‐
ining the correct V opening, the idea is to avoid radius deform ations
and still keep the radius as small as possible. From there we can
determine:.       R (radius) = V / 8 and R = T (thick ness)
Therefore, the following equation can be used to determine the V
opening:
      V = T x 8
This equation works for thickn esses up to ½ in. When T is more than
½ in, the resulting radius becomes larger, therefore:
      V = T x 10 for when thickness is more than ½ inch
From there we should check if:
The minimum leg on the ideal V is enough for our project.
The pressure required does not exceed the press brake specif ‐
ica tio ns.

CONCLUSION

The simple selection of a die greatly affects our bending process. It
affects the radius, the pressure required, the minimum leg and the
looks of the entire part. Think about how a small V opening will leave
more marks on the metal, and how these marks will be seen in many
cases. In summary, how do we determine the correct V opening? By
unders tanding that there is not only one correct V opening for a
certain material or thickness. There are ideal V openings for different
thickn esses, but the correct one is only the correct one for our
specific bending process..
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